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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new method for revising terminologies in description logic-based ontologies. Our revision method is a
reformulation of the kernel revision operator in belief revision. We first
define our revision operator for terminologies in terms of MIPS (minimal
incoherence-preserving sub-terminologies), and we show that it satisfies
some desirable logical properties. Second, two concrete algorithms are
developed to implement the revision operator.
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Introduction

Ontologies are typically not static entities, but they evolve over time. Firstly, the
process of creating ontologies is in fact a process of change. Secondly, even when
an ontology is stable enough, changes are often necessary when the scenario
of its application changes. Furthermore, from time to time people might want
to change an ontology to reuse it in a similar environment. Ontology evolution
provides means for the timely adaptation of an ontology to such changes.
An important problem in ontology evolution is the consistent revision of
the ontology, i.e. the accommodation of new knowledge in an ontology without
introducing logical contradictions. Generally, we can distinguish two kinds of
logical contradictions: inconsistency and incoherence. An ontology is inconsistent
iff it has no model. An ontology is incoherent iff there exists some unsatisfiable
concept (i.e, the semantics of an unsatisfiable concept corresponds to the empty
set).
There exists a number of prior work on revision in DLs, such as those reported in [3, 5, 11, 2]. Most of them focus on postulates for revision operators.
For example, an important principle is that one should delete information in
the original ontology as little as possible to accommodate the new knowledge
consistently. Theoretically, it is very important to know how to characterize
a revision operator in terms of postulates. However, for practical applicability
to real life ontologies, we require concrete revision operators that can be used.
There are some concrete revision operators defined to deal with inconsistency
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[5, 11]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no revision operator dealing specifically with incoherence (as opposed to inconsistency) in the context of
revision.
In this paper, we propose a kernel revision operator in Description Logicbased ontologies based on MIPS (minimal incoherence-preserving sub-terminologies)
and an incision function. The notion of MIPS is originally developed for nonstandard reasoning service in debugging incoherent terminologies [14, 15]. It is
similar to the notion of a kernel set in belief base change defined in [8]. The
incision function is used to select axioms from each MIPS to remove from the
original ontology. Our revision operator focuses on revising terminologies, i.e.
ontologies with empty ABox. Two concrete algorithms are developed to define
specific kernel revision operator. The first algorithm is based on Reiter’s hitting set tree (HS-tree) algorithm [12] and MIPS. In this algorithm, we need to
compute all the MIPS, which is computationally hard in general. Therefore, we
propose another algorithm, which utilizes confidence values attached to axioms
in the ontology to resolve unsatisfiability concepts without computing all the
MIPS. Compared with the first algorithm, this algorithm is computationally
easier but may delete more axioms from the original ontology after revision.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a preliminary
introduction to Description logics and various notions in ontolgy debugging.
Section 3 presents a syntax-based method for revising terminologies by using
the notions of MUPS and MIPS. Section 4 proposes some algorithms of the
ontology revision. Section 5 overviews related work of ontology evolution and
ontology revision, and Section 6 discusses future work before concluding the
paper.

2

Preliminaries

2.1

Description Logics

This section introduces some basic notions of Description Logics (DLs) and some
important notions used for debugging terminologies.
In our work, we focus DL-based terminological ontologies: An ontology T
consists of concept axioms and role axioms (TBox). Concept axioms have the
form C v D where C and D are (possibly complex) concept descriptions1 , and
role axioms are expressions of the form RvS, where R and S are role descriptions.
We call both concept axioms and role axioms as terminology axioms.
The semantics of DLs is defined via a model-theoretic semantics, which explicates the relationship between the language syntax and the model of a domain:
An interpretation I = (4I , ·I ) consists of a non-empty domain set 4I and
an interpretation function ·I , which maps from individuals, concepts and roles
to elements of the domain, subsets of the domain and binary relations on the
domain, respectively.
1

A complex concept is a concept that is formed by some atomic concepts and constructors such as conjunction u and disjunction t.
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Given an interpretation I, we say that I satisfies a concept axiom C v D
(resp., a role inclusion axiom R v S) if C I ⊆DI (resp., RI ⊆ S I ). An interpretation I is called a model of a TBox T , iff it satisfies each axiom in T . We use
M od(T ) to denote all the models of TBox T A named concept C in a terminology T , is unsatisfiable iff, for each model I of T , C I = ∅. A terminology T is
incoherent iff there exists an unsatisfiable named concept in T . Two TBoxes T
and T 0 are equivalent, denoted by T ≡ T 0 , iff M od(T ) = M od(T 0 ).
2.2

MUPS and MIPS

We introduce the notion of MIPS and MUPS which will be used to define our
revision operator. They are originally defined in [14], and are used to pinpoint
errors in an ontology.
Definition 1. Let A be a named concept which is unsatisfiable in a TBox T . A
set T 0 ⊆T is a minimal unsatisfiability-preserving sub-TBox (MUPS) of T if A
is unsatisfiable in T 0 , and A is satisfiable in every sub-TBox T 00 ⊂ T 0 .
A MUPS of T w.r.t A is the minimal sub-TBox of T in which A is unsatisfiable. We will abbreviate the set of MUPS of T w.r.t a concept name A
by mups(T , A). Let us consider an example from [14]. Suppose T contains the
following axioms:
ax1 : A1 v¬AuA2 uA3

ax2 : A2 vAuA4

ax3 : A3 vA4 uA5

ax4 : A4 v∀s.BuC

ax5 : A5 v∃s.¬B

ax6 : A6 vA1 t∃r.(A3 u¬C u A4 )

ax7 : A7 vA4 u∃s.¬B
where A, B and C are atomic concept names and Ai (i = 1, ..., 7) are defined
concept names, and r and s are atomic roles. In this example, the unsatisfiable
concept names are A1 , A3 , A6 , A7 and MUPS of T w.r.t Ai (i = 1, 3, 6, 7) are:
mups(T , A1 ) : {{ax1 , ax2 }, {ax1 , ax3 , ax4 , ax5 }}
mups(T , A3 ) : {ax3 , ax4 , ax5 }
mups(T , A6 ) : {{ax1 , ax2 , ax4 , ax6 }, {ax1 , ax3 , ax4 , ax5 , ax6 }}
mups(T , A7 ) : {ax4 , ax7 }
MUPS are useful for relating sets of axioms to the unsatisfiability of specific
concepts, but they can also be used to calculate a minimal incoherence preserving
sub-TBox, which relates sets of axioms to the incoherence of a TBox in general
and is defined as follows.
Definition 2. Let T be an incoherent TBox. A TBox T 0 ⊆T is a minimal incoherencepreserving sub-TBox (MIPS) of T if T 0 is incoherent, and every sub-TBox
T 00 ⊂T 0 is coherent.
A MIPS of T is a minimal sub-TBox of T which is incoherent. The set of MIPS
for a TBox T is abbreviated with mips(T ). For T in the above example, we get
3 MIPS:
mips(T ) = {{ax1 , ax2 }, {ax3 , ax4 , ax5 }, {ax4 , ax7 }}

4
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Kernel Revision Operator for Terminologies

In this section, we define our revision operator based on the notion of MIPS.
Originally, the notion of a MIPS is defined on a single TBox, whereas a revision
operator deals with conflict between two TBoxes. We therefore generalize MIPS
by considering two TBoxes: the TBox T to be revised, and the newly received
TBox T0 . We further assume that both T and T0 are coherent in the following.
Definition 3. Let T and T0 be two TBoxes. A minimal incoherence-preserving
sub-TBox (MIPS) T 0 of T w.r.t. T0 is a sub-TBox of T which satisfies (1) T 0 ∪T0
is incoherent; (2) ∀T 00 ⊂T 0 , T 00 ∪T0 is coherent. We denote the set of all MIPSs
of T w.r.t T0 by M IP ST0 (T ).
A MIPS of TBox T w.r.t. TBox T0 is the minimal sub-TBox of T that is incoherent with T0 . It is similar to the kernel defined by Hansson in [8]. Similar to
Definition 3, we can define a MUPS of T w.r.t. T0 and an unsatisfiable concept
of T ∪ T0 . When T0 is an empty set, then Definition 3 is reduced to Definition 2.
In classical logic, given a knowledge base A which is a set of classical formulas
and a formula φ, a φ-kernel of A is the minimal subbase of A that implies φ.
To define a contraction function for removing knowledge from a knowledge base,
called kernel contraction, Hansson defines an incision function which selects formulas to be discarded in each φ-kernel of A. We adapt the incision function to
define our revision operator.
Definition 4. Let T be a TBox. An incision function for T , denoted as σ, is a
function such that for each TBox T0
S
(i) σ(M IP ST0 (T ))⊆ Ti ∈M IP ST (T ) Ti ;
0
(ii) if T 0 ∈M IP ST0 (T ), then T 0 ∩σ(M IP ST0 (T )) 6= ∅.
An incision function for a TBox T is a function such that for each TBox T0 , it
selects formulas from every MIPS of T w.r.t. T0 if this MIPS is not empty. Condition (i) says the axioms selected by an incision function must belong to some
MIPSs of T w.r.t. T0 . Condition (ii) says each MIPS of T w.r.t. T0 must have
at least one axiom selected. The incision function plays a similar role as concept
pinpointing in [14]. However, the latter is only applied to a single ontology.
An important incision function is the one which is called minimal incision
function [1]. The idea of this incision function is to select a minimal subset of
elements from the set of kernel sets. We adapt this incision function as follows.
Definition 5. Let T be a TBox. An incision function σ for T is minimal if there
is no other incision function σ 0 such that there is a TBox T0 , σ 0 (M IP ST0 (T ))⊂
σ(M IP ST0 (T )).
A minimal incision function selects a minimal subset of T w.r.t. the set inclusion.
However, among all the minimal incision functions, some of them select more
axioms than others. To make the number of selected axioms minimal, we define
a cardinality-minimal incision function.
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Definition 6. Let T be a TBox. An incision function σ for T is cardinalityminimal if there is no other incision function σ 0 such that there is a TBox T0 ,
|σ 0 (M IP ST0 (T ))|< |σ(M IP ST0 (T ))|.
It is clear that a cardinality-minimal incision function is always a minimal
incision function.
Proposition 1. Let T be a TBox. Suppose σ is a cardinality-minimal incision
function for T , then it is a minimal incision function.
From each incision function, we can define an operator for revising a TBox
T by a newly received TBox T0 . The idea is that we first calculate the MIPS
of TBox T w.r.t TBox T0 , then delete axioms in T selected by the incision
function. After that, we take the union of the modified TBox and T0 as the
result of revision.
Definition 7. Let T be a TBox, and σ be an incision function for T . The kernel
revision operator ◦σ for T is defined as follows: for each TBox T0 ,
T ◦σ T0 = (T \ σ(M IP ST0 (T ))) ∪ T0 .
The resulting TBox of the kernel revision operator only contains one TBox.
According to the definition of an incision function, the resulting TBox of the
kernel revision operator is always a unique coherent TBox.
Proposition 2. Let T be a TBox, and σ be an incision function for T . The
operator ◦σ satisfies the following properties: for any TBoxes T0 , T00
(R1) T0 ⊆ T ◦σ T0 .
(R2) If T ∪ T0 is coherent, then T ◦σ T0 = T ∪ T0 .
(R3) If T0 is coherent, then T ◦σ T0 is coherent.
(R4) If T0 ≡ T00 , then T ◦σ T0 ≡ T ◦σ T00 .
(R5) If φ ∈ T and φ 6∈ T ◦σ T0 , then there is a subset S of T and a subset S0 of
T0 such that S ∪ S0 is coherent, but S ∪ S0 ∪ {φ} is not.
Properties (R1)-(R4) are adapted from postulates (O+1), (O+2*), (O+3*) and
(O+4) in [2]. (R1) says every axiom in the new TBox should be accepted after
revision. (R2) says if two TBoxes have no contradiction, then we do not need
to change anything. (R3) means that if the new TBox is coherent, then the
result of revision should also be coherent. (R4) is a weakened form of syntaxindependence. That is, the revision operator is independent of the syntactic
form of axioms in the new TBox. (R5) is a new property which is adapted from
the core-retainment postulate in [8]. It states that if an axiom is deleted after
revision, then it must be responsible for the conflict.

4

Algorithms

The kernel revision operator is defined by an incision function. However, we
have not given any incision function. Inspired by the work reported in [16], in
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm for Repair based on scoring function
Data: Two TBoxes T and T0 , where T is the TBox to be revised
Result: A repaired coherent TBox T ◦σ T0
begin
C=∅
calculateSM IP ST0 (T )
for ax ∈ Ti ∈M IP ST (T ) Ti do
0
wax := SM IP ST0 (T ) ({ax})
for Ti ∈M IP ST0 (T ) do
Ai := {ax ∈ Ti :6 ∃ax0 ∈ Ti , wax0 > wax }
C := C ∪ {Ai }
σ(M IP ST0 (T )) := HST ree(C)
T ◦σ T0 := T \ σ(M IP ST0 (T )) ∪ T0
return T ◦σ T0
end

the following, we propose some algorithms for computing an incision function
based on Reiter’s hitting set tree (HST) algorithm [12] which is reformulated in
[15]. We select one arbitrary minimal hitting set of M IP ST0 (T ) given by HST
algorithm in [15]. We denote the revised HST algorithm as HST ree.
Next, we give two algorithms to repair a TBox. The first one is based on the
scoring function on axioms 2 which is defined as follows.
Definition 8. Let T be a TBox and M be a set of sub-TBoxes of T . Let P(T )
be the power set of T . The scoring function for T w.r.t. M, is a function SM :
P(T ) 7→ N such that for all T 0 ∈P(T )
SM (T 0 ) = |{Ti ∈M : Ti ∩T 0 6=∅}|.
The scoring function SM for T returns for each subset T 0 of T the number of
elements of M that have an overlap with T 0 . If we apply the scoring function
to each singleton {axi }, where axi is an axiom in T , then we can attach each
axiom in T a degree.
In Algorithm 1, we first calculate all the MIPSs of T w.r.t. T0 (MIPSs for
short). The approach for calculating all the MIPSs is based on a black-box algorithm for finding all justifications in [9]. We then compute the score of each
axiom which is in the union of the MIPSs (see the first “for” loop). For each
MIPS, we select a subset of it which contains those axioms whose scores are
maximal among all the axioms in the MIPS and apply the modified HST algorithm to them (see the second “for” loop and the line after it). The result of the
modified HST algorithm is the set of axioms to be deleted, i.e., σ(M IP ST0 (T )).
After removing these axioms, we restore coherence of the TBox T w.r.t. T0 . In
2

Scoring function has been used in [10] to measuring inconsistency in a single ontology
and is defined by MIPS. Our definition is slightly different from theirs in that ours
is not defined by MIPS.
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our algorithm, we use subsets of MIPSs consisting of axioms with highest scores
as an input to the HST algorithm, instead of using all the MIPSs, therefore,
the number of axioms removed may not be minimal. This is due to efficiency
consideration because there may have a large number of hitting sets if we use
all the MIPSs and the algorithm will be very slow.
Example 1. Suppose that we have two TBoxes :
T = {Example v Knowledge, Document v ¬Knowledge, F orm v Knowledge,
F irm v Organisation}

T0 = {Document v Example, Knowhow document v Document,
F orm v Document, KnowledgeM anagement service v Service}.
The TBoxes are taken from a real life ontology km1500 i5003 which is obtained by ontology learning. The MIPSs of T w.r.t. T0 are
T 0 = {Example v Knowledge, Document v ¬Knowledge}
and
T 00 = {Document v ¬Knowledge, F orm v Knowledge}.
The score of the disjointness axiom Document v ¬Knowledge is 2 because
it belongs to both MIPSs. The scores of other axioms are 1. Therefore, we delete
Document v ¬Knowledge and the result of revision is
T ◦s T0 = {Example v Knowledge, F orm v Knowledge, F irm v Organisation,
Document v Example, Knowhow document v Document,
F orm v Document, KnowledgeM anagement service v Service}.
In some cases, there are confidence values attached to axioms in an ontology.
These confidence values can be generated during ontology learning process (see
[7]) or are given by human experts (They are not generated by an automated
algorithm.). When axioms in the TBox are attached to confidence values, we do
not need to calculate all the MIPSs before we repair the TBox. We have the
following algorithm which utilizes confidence values of axioms to decide which
axioms should be deleted. We use wax to denote the confidence value of the
axiom ax.
In Algorithm 2, when resolving incoherence of a TBox, we do not compute
all the MUPSs and MIPSs. Instead, we resolve incoherence by iteratively dealing with unsatisfiable concepts. That is, we remove axioms in MUPSs of an
unsatisfiable concept and make it satisfiable and then go to deal with another
unsatisfiable concept, and so on. The algorithm which computes all the MUPSs
of C in T w.r.t. T0 is similar to the algorithm to compute MUPS in [9]. For each
3

The ontology is available from http://wasp.cs.vu.nl/knowledgeweb/d2163/learning.html.
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Algorithm 2: Algorithm for Repair based on confidence values
Data: Two TBoxes T and T0 , where T is the TBox to be revised, axioms in T
are attached with confidence values
Result: A repaired coherent TBox T ◦w T0
begin
C := ∅
for C∈GET ALLCON CEP T S(T ∪ T0 ) do
while T ∪ T0 |= C v ⊥ do
MC,T ,T0 := GET M U P ST0 (C, T )
for Ti ∈ MC,T ,T0 do
Ti := {ax∈Ti : 6 ∃ax0 ∈ Ti , wax0 < wax }
C := {Ti : Ti ∈ MC,T ,T0 }
TC := HST ree(C)
T ◦w T0 := (T \ TC ) ∪ T0
C := ∅
return T ◦w T0
end

unsatisfiable concept, we take the subset of every MUPS which contain axioms
with minimal confidence values and apply the HS-Tree algorithm to select those
axioms to be deleted. The revision operator implemented by this algorithm may
not be a kernel revision operator because we do not calculate all the MIPSs. However, this algorithm still achieve minimal change when resolve unsatisfiability of
a concept and it is more efficient than Algorithm 1.
Example 2. Let us consider Example 1 again. Suppose axioms in the TBox T
are attached with confidence values as follows:
wExamplevKnowledge = 0.4,
wDocumentv¬Knowledge = 0.8,
wF ormvKnowledge = 0.6,
wF irmvOrganisation = 0.9.
The axioms in T0 are assigned weight 1, i.e., they are firmly believed. There
are two unsatisfiable concepts in T ∪ T0 : Document and F orm. Suppose our
algorithm chooses F orm first. The MUPSs of F orm in T w.r.t. T0 are
T 0 = {Document v ¬Knowledge, F orm v Knowledge} and
T 00 = {Example v Knowledge, Document v ¬Knowledge}.
So MF orm,T ,T0 = {T 0 , T 00 }. Since wF ormvKnowledge < wDocumentv¬Knowledge
and wExamplevKnowledge < wDocumentv¬Knowledge , we have
C = {{F orm v Knowledge}, {Example v Knowledge}}.
So TC = {F orm v Knowledge, Example v Knowledge}.
Let T = T \ {F orm v Knowledge, Example v Knowledge}.
It is easy to check that T ∪ T0 is coherent now. So the algorithm terminates
and the result of revision is
T ◦w T0 = {Document v ¬Knowledge, Knowhow document v Document,
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Document v Example, KnowledgeM anagement service v Service,
F irm v Organisation, F orm v Document}.

5

Related Work

The problem of revision in DLs has been extensively studied in literature. From
a theoretical point of view, the AGM framework is the most influencing work
on belief change [4], which captures appropriate conditions for the intuitive rationality of belief change operators. In [3], Flouris, Plexousakis and Antoniou
generalize the AGM framework in order to apply the rationalities behind the
AGM framework to a wider class of logics, i.e. a larger class of logics which are
AGM-compliant. In [2] a framework for the distinction between incoherence and
inconsistency of an ontology is proposed. A set of rational postulates for a revision operator in DLs is proposed based on the distinction between the coherent
negation and consistent negation. However, in [2], no concrete revision operator
is proposed. In [11], reformulated AGM postulates for revision are adapted to
DLs. The authors also propose two revision operators that satisfy the adapted
postulates, but no algorithm to implement any of the operator is introduced.
Similar to our revision operator, the revision operator defined in [13] also utilizes an incision function to select axioms in the original ontology to delete. Our
work differs from theirs in serval aspects. First, our revision operator deals with
incoherence instead of inconsistency. Second, the incision function used in [13]
is different from ours. Third, we provide algorithms for computation of specific
revision operators and discuss evaluation results on their implementation. This
work is also related to the work presented in [6], in which an algorithm is given
to determine consistent sub-ontologies by adding an axiom to an ontology. The
algorithm is based on on a selection function by assuming that all axioms in the
ontology are connected.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed a kernel revision operator for terminologies
based on MIPS and an incision function, which has desirable properties such
as those listed in propositions 1 and 2. By implementing an incision function,
we can obtain a concrete revision operator. We provided two algorithms to instantiate our revision operator. One future work is to implement the algorithms
and report evaluation results. Another future work is to give other interesting
incision function to define new kernel revision operators.
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